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.Statement of the AITUC •: - 1

“The All-India Trade Union Congress congratulates 
Mr. Giri for resigning from the Cabinet in protest against 
the reactionary labour policy of the Government of India. 
Having been faced with the opposition of the entire wor
king class to its attack on the bank? employees, the Gov- ■ 
ernment of India has now come forward with a sug
gestion of appointing still another tribunal. ■

“Though this offer on the face of it seems to be_a 
retreat on the part of the Government, in reality it ts '^'" 
only a manoeuvre to give a judicial sanction to what the 
Government has already done by its 1 
fication of the award which had gone in favour of'the 
workers. The AITUC hopes the workers will not be 
deceived by this manoeuvre and will reject this new 
tribunal and demand the full satisfaction of the bankv 
employees’ demands, which for seven years have been^ 
travelling the round of several .tribunals. The AITUC 
hopes workers in India of all trades and opinions will 
give their full support to any action that the bank em
ployees will take in defence of their demands.”

anction to what the M 
bureaucratic modi- , , A 
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9th September 1954
V.

S. A. Dange
General Secretary

September 16, 1954
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GOVERNMENT LABOUR POLICY 
AND THE BANK CASE

,^This Is a gist of a speech given by Com. Dange to a group of trade 
union functionaries on September 8, 1854.]

I

SHIFT TO REACTION IN LABOUR POLICY

Certain important events have taken place on the 
trader union front whose import has to be properly 
iihderstood.jip order to betterguideour work in the 

. trade’SnionSf.’

the setting aside of 
* -the gains of the Bank Award by the Government of 

India and the consequent storm it has raised in the whole 
country, culmmating in the resignation of Giri, the

I ..
'V

1 ....................._

jflKLabour Minister.
Giri’s-resignation is an event of first-rate importance.

The resignation of a Cabinet Minister brought the ques
tion of the Labour Policy of the Government of India 
before the whole country and’made it-s political issue 
affecting the esntire country and the working class. The 
Bank Award no longer remained merely an industrial 
question of One particular trade. It raised th^ question 

• *—which class does the Government of India represent 
. ' and in favour of which class does its labour policy work?

‘ 3. The resignation came in the background of Premier 
Nehru threatening to resign if the Congress Labour MPs 
insisted on cancelling the Government’s modification of 

the Finance ■ Minister, 
on. the bank employees.

the Award. Nehru backed
G.D. DesKmukhj in his attack
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The Congress MPs and the INTUC had to * retreat“^in' 
face of Nehru’s support to the Government’s decision'in '" 
defence of the bankers’ demands.' , ' ; ,

The whole country, except the bourgeoisie, reacted 
in favour of the bankjnen and against the Government 
of India. But Nehru’s intervention threatened to kill 
the issue and allow the banV. workers to be, hanged 
quietly. ' . ..

Giri’s resignation exploded this quiet conspiracy. It 
sharply exposed the Ministry as having no support eve,n 
in its own ranks in its scheme of anti-labour attacks. F6r 
seven years the case of the bank workers had been most 
constitutionally fought in the Tribunals. The bank em
ployees’ struggle had captured the imagination of all'the 
middle-class toilers including the vast number of Govern
ment employees. Giri’s resignation versus Nehru’s threat“ 
exposed the true nature of the Cabinet—-that its labour 
policy was not for labour but-for the monopolists. The 
Government of India’s labour approach was nothing but 
that of the i big bourgeoisie.

Giri’s resignation also signified something more; It 
signified the end of a period in the approach of the" 
bourgeoisie to the working class and the beginning of a . 
new one. What was maturing sloyrly has burst up.'’ "Tt 
is the beginning of the attack o^r the working cla6s by 
the most reactionary sections of the bourgeoisie, who 
now think that it is time to throw overboard the libera
lism that was forced on it by the workers in action. 
The gains of the workers inust be slashed and a die-hard 
policy of suppression o'f the workers brought into ful| 
force. The show of ‘welfare’ no longer paid the big 
bourgeoisie.

In view of this, the Liberal Giri had nothing else 
to do but to resign or line up behind the new policy. >

The right reactionary wing of Nehru’s Cabinet had 
not expected this. The rift in the Cabinet has been there

■ :'. •■«■
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time< .But'_^t caxne'tcf a*head becay^the , 
•demanded affinal decision.;‘ ' 

bsfthe':Gdvernment*finanoe^(them<»for;ra,tionalisa- 
poverxmiient aUo'w^e epild6y^§3o «y ' ■■ 

' ’ mg aintdlisther ‘concessions’ lb'workers and 
wig'.Jnjp^Goyenimentyopenly support thege dgmands of 
J^e..big‘magnates as against the workers. The Cabinet 

*", „ voted “with ’the monopolists. The rift' came in the open. 
<; 1 The Libers^^^^

*" ‘-..■’The resignation has made the whole working .class 
s "sBidCj^e .country debate the question. From the,,Press,, 

.jf it -ap^ars that the Government opened the attack in a 
, .^wrong-.njpnner and-in^ejWrong .sector-5-be,cause the at- 

tacl^has^led to its isolation and expogijre in" the'middle- , 
,, cl^S^^i^es, ita mam ^upport. * The tactics of. the big 
mdh(>pol^t^ had the effect which most prdbably they had 
not expected. . . - - -

' ’• . The lessons of this crisis have-a deep import for our 
‘.working class, which.is how threatened with serious and 

:_ J xU- -2'j xI. .1..
agents inside the Cabinet.

■i-

^by'’'the-Fmance Ministery'.the Go.vernment “intervened in 
A., XX -X .xt>lL.Ixxl.1.-x2.i_r:.f*l.--------x_-.

: '' '

.*n
t *1..

■^termined onslaughts by the monopolists and their 

/'What does the open interference of the Government 
^“(ol'Jndla*^ainst the increa'se in wages';giyen by, the Ap- 
■ -pellate'Tribunal to the bank employees mean? , As stated _ .... - .

'’ the'^'iriterests of the financial structure of the coxmtry— 
which means' that the Govenunent henceforth has decid
ed to oppose Wage increases in'ihe name of protecting 
industry and finance* 'It'rneans that the Government of 
India will lend all its State forces to guard the profits 
of the .monopolists and suppress the struggles ^o;f the 

..workers., lit means that all the Labour Tribunals in the 
cpuntry^are openly t^^d jS^t to g^ctipix wage’ L-cre^^ 
apd' n‘ot!lo-,yield to the Remands of the workei-s. .^d if 

'*** ’ , the' Tribunals do so, the Government of'^India and the

(tnlw* n?!- •"'**’' * ‘ 1 ‘ '■■ ■ • jT- . , .•I-- , • < '

f
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State Governrnents will throw overboard the decisions ■ 
of the Tribunals.

Is this now the general line of the labour policy of 
the Government of India or is it merely an isolated case 
only affecting the Bank Tribunal? No. It is not an iso
lated case. It is now a declared policy.

The Government of India has filed an affidavit 
against the award of the Tribunal in the Madras tram
way workers’ case, where the workers were awarded 
compensation for closure to be paid from the reserve 
funds of the Company. The Company is a British con
cern and has been wound up. As such the Tribunal 
wanted part of the reserves to be allocated for compen
sation to unemployed workers.

The Government of India has appealed against this 
decision because many Companies and Chambers of 
Commerce wrote to them that such an award meant that 
workers in all industries could lay a claim on the reserves . 
which so long were treated as the exclusive property of 
the owners. ' ■

The Government of India in its appeal has upheld 
the view of the monopoly magnates that the workers 
have no claim on reserves and that the award would 
disturb the capital structure of the country and that it 
is ‘against the basic conception and the law of the land’.

Thus not only no wage increases are to be tolerated 
but even where reserves abstracted from profit by these 
giant companies are concerned, and even where the 
companies go into liquidation, they shall be treated as 
their exclusive loot. Reserves are the most sore spot 
of High Finance. Because it is by recourse to transfer
ring huge sums to reserve that the monopoly giants cheat 
their own share-holders, cheat the State and-cheat the 
public about the true extent of their profits.

Thus here again the Finance Ministry came to the 
rescue of the monopolists as against the workers.

4
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^/There„is another c^eir^Jn the'Tribunal appointed 
to go‘'ihto'the deihaiids of 'the coal miners, the Govern
ment of Jndia,has interxgped and told the Tribunal in a 
confidential dtepatch that it is/^opposed to, giving 
increase in wages and other demands of the workers. 
The Government , of India-wanted to be party to the dis
pute also on behalf of ‘public interest’ to put forward 
its policy of opposing the miners’ demands.

■ It is'now said that the Government will amend the 
. law in-such a way as to allow Governments to be party 

to all industrial disputes in the name of ‘guarding public 
interests’.

y The Tribunal appointed in 1951 to deal with the 
manganese industry, sixty-five per cent of whose pro
duction is in the hands of a British Company, never 
functioned when the mines had boom profits. And now 
in 1954, when the boom has receded,- a new Tribunal is 

, appointed, isut the big British Company (The Central 
Provinces, Manganese Ore Co., Ltd.) is not made party 
to itj but only the smaller mines and those that have 
closed down.

Thus-h deliberate policy of protecting the monopo
lists and the big bourgeoisie and slashing the gains of the 
workers, .will henceforth be ruthlessly followed by this 

~ Government of the big bourgeoisie.
, ■ Another big. attack which is already in the offing 

and : of which- note has already been taken of by the 
. " trade unions is the proposal to sanctipn some 150 crores 

of rupees for the big industrialists to carry out rationa
lisation .measures, which ,directly attack the workers.

-j^ iAlitthose, instances coupled- with the crisis in the 
' Cabinet revealed by < Giri’s ^ fosignatipn. show- that the 
.' GoiVeynipent of India .has prevised; the liberal labour pot 

,.,;,li<g?i!;whifih it had hitherto ,aflowe|i the,Tribunals to put 
<^nfe<fffeot.5,It--will no5w be;S-unifc^hn dfe-hard attack pn 

' ■ tlierSvoyhing class. tHence the woi^ing tclass and the ’rU

»
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movement must take serious note of it and be prepared- 
to meet it.- ' ,,, ‘

The working class must also^note from the crisis 
that the idea that Prime Minister Nehru’s labour policy 
is anything different from that of the big'hourgeoisie or 
other Ministers in the Cabinet is an illusion which how 
has been exposed by Nehru himself backing his die-hard 
bourgeois advisers and throwing out the Liberal Giri, 
who dared to offer even a mild criticism in the interests 
of labour. , , '

" -. II\ - . ’•■■- • ’•-.

BIG BOURGEOIS TACTICS MEET FIA^O’

What other lesson does the crisis teach us? It shotos 
that the tactic oj the big bourgeoisie in enmeshing the 
working class and the trade-union movement in the 
bourgeois machinery of tribunals and adjudications and 
thereby blunting its class consciousness, it? class orga
nisations and class struggles is meeting vnth a fiasco.

Since the time the big bourgeoisie grew in‘,our counr 
try and especially since the mass,.trade-union movement 
led by us began in the 1920s, the Indian big bourgeoisie 
had set before itself two objectives in relation to the 
working class. One, to shatter . the class consciousness of 
the working class where it existed and not allow that class 
to feel, think and behave as a class.- Its separate identity 
as an opponent of the bourgeoisie was not to be allowed > 
to grow in its ideology and consciousness. Secondly,"to 
shatter such of its organisations in the trade-union field,' 
as built the class for itself. The trade unions were not 
to be class organisations of workers fighting with their*' 
opponent class and defending and itnprovingbn that basis * 
the life of the working class. The TUs Were to be drga-’

-1
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liiuntj!,'up~wilj^i^e bq^gepisie-and the State, 

p^with *the e^poiny of the^ourgeoisie nnd itsc 
rngrp,-!- .Even where’it had to struggle’with the, bour- 

''^'^'gTOisie||^e'struggle'‘^liSrP*i6 be resolved tKrdhgh the State 
«• * pfachm^ry,’’through Tribunals and awards of Ihis machi-:

n „^ . . tyadg unions and leaderships sanctioned
y„ and'^approved by the boiurgeoisife. Such \yere. the two 

^'^-.'--vbasi^ pyitical objectives set by the bourgeoisie m its 
A'working class and its trade-union 
4^7 y = ‘ihdv^ept.- T^e big bourgeoisie co-operated 'with the 

\^^[sh.sGovenunent in attaming these objectives, with ,

■
*''i^^’’* '',\^^^‘'sdoh they got*^goveriunental'po5(ver, they made 

. 4 ^e^^^gn^jdhxan theQry^pf»trusteesWp ,and ■ class coUabora- 
ftion. as the ^ilieoretical platform of their State, policy in 
r^ation-'to labour. Later on, ,^ey. were h^ 
enou^-’to make ‘classless’ society>^also as their aim. But 

^''5, ."^‘dasj^tlessness’ was to'be achieved through*'class colla- 
fboxation'^’and not through abolition of the exploiting* class 

any ideology that refused to 
Jn .; - s^cti'on’'’and guarantee the existence‘of theexploiters 

■’ '■^Md’t^fr' power and t^:o}laborate«with it was dgnounce|i 
’^^iii^ininucal to the ‘true,,4nterests '6f ;t^e^ country’. **The -

5

' theoretical platform of the economics of the Five-Year 
; f . •pian*was -based on the sacrifices’of the wording class 
AC'and .the'peasantry in favour of the big bourgeoisie in 

indpstries and-in favour of landlords in agriculture who ’ 
- were'to be ^‘bourgeois-fied’.^ J ' \ t

k 
they-arose were to be solved through Tribunals and arbi-

.J. - ’ __ _1«1_______ i_ _____ Li^L___ X_____ , —
Os..

Plan*was based on the^sacrifices’ bf the wording class
V .

"f***

In'-this‘process, the disputes of the workers jyhere 
theylarose were to be solved through Tribuhals and^arbi- 

' tra^on,''an*'^elaborate machinery for which was . built 
■ -by the new State. With this theory and its paraphernalia, 
.^^e^^te,twas, declared^a^Welfar^'State’ and Nehru as 

^'j^&d.^ttest'*hon-class’Pf^erSo.h^ad'lf’”-... ' '
' organisational ifie» the INTUC*was set up

^^^ij^^’^®cognised*and'patron^d TU body to attack the

'' ' w

r

I
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AITUC and other militant class organisations of the 
workers.

In order to make this policy acceptable it was neces
sary, however, to convey some gains to the workers, 
who were hitting back through strikes at the profiteering 
big bourgeoisie in order to improve their conditions of 
existence.

The war and post-war profits and the loot that the 
newly-born State was allowing them to carry put 
enabled the bourgeoisie to give concessions through 
tribunals. They hoped thereby to blunt the class feeling 
in the worker and behead the militant trade union as his
weapon.

The policy worked with a zigzag. Many a time, the 
intelligentsia on the tribunal boards had its own ideas_^ 
about ‘judicial impartiality’, and about its own independ
ence to give judgments, which sometimes flew in the 
face of the employers and yielded gains to the workers. 
Once the judges got on to the tribunals many a time they 
failed to pay attention only to the immediate interests 
of the given employer in the dispute and went on to 
enunciate new norms to fit into the scheme of a ‘Welfare 
State’, much to the anger of the bourgeoisie. The wor
kers’ struggles and resistance were also able many a 
time to pull down the walls of accepted bourgeois prin
ciples on rights of the employer and his property and 
forced the tribunals to accept modifications of the old 
norms and enunciation of new. : Out of this were born 
many awards on bonus, living wage, minimum .wage, 
social insurance, etc., which went in favour of -the 
workers. ,' . ■ , < - >

The tribunals themselves beipg made up of Indian 
judges, some of them carried the healthy side of the 
patriotic national bourgeois in them. • ;

And so some of them, would' react very strongly 
against the European concerns in their dispute against

V'
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, the workers and give awards which norinally they would 
not have for an Indiatt cdncernj’viz., the awards in the 
Standard Vacuum Oil Co. (Madras) May Day Strike, 
t]b^e,,£if^y-per cent share in the Reserves of the Madras 

in Harveys, etc.
In the absence of recognition of trade unions and 

collective bargaining which were deliberately kept away 
from the workers by the new Welfare State, the workers 
took to these tribunals, some after struggles and some 
witht^Ut. The combination of struggles and tribunals 
was particularly distasteful to the Government a'nd the 
employers. It meant the workers used the tribunals as 
a bargaining counter, to which they dragged; the em
ployer, since he refused to talk directly. Workers went 
pn strike to get a tribunal and also against a tribunal 
when it hit their interests. This was a totally unexpec
ted development; The tribunals, instead of becoming 

, the substitute for struggles (except for some backward 
sections) began to be converted into mediums of collec
tive bargaining by struggling workers.

The result was that the employers and the Govern
ment both began to complain that,the. workers had be- 
come..‘litigant-minded’, that where tribunals did not 

- satisfy; them, the workers refused to .accept their judicial 
. verdict as-impwtial and’went on -strikes, though such 

strikes were declared ‘illegal’. The working class refu- 
. sed to collaborate with thp. bourgeoisie in building the 

fylbyual . the sole med^ defend themselves and
, to accept this machinery of .the Welfare. State as a “class
dr’;toj)^ti^ machinery. . M.pre and more, the workers 
^^ggled ^at .^d then went to the tribunal. They re- 

' tip their right of independent action as a

' ■ J It w^;'time,/-. therefore,. td(, scrap this machinery, 
’' -^hic^‘ w^s^n,,; trial apd.,h‘^d,.^

',»«■ the ,higJil3pu<geo.isie in Its bas&ktainis. ,It was .-time to
- ............ ....................................................... ................ '

■n-
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change it and interfere with it in such a way that'the 
interests of the bourgeoisie were safe^arded'and'^sthV 
stubbornness of the fighting workers, broken. The first ' 
experiment in this line was tried on the Bank issud. The 
Award was set aside. But much to tlie surprise'of the > 
bourgeoisie, an all-India storrUj burst on it. ' b

The storm signified the fiasco of a whole tactic of the 
big bourgeoisie, the tactic of injecting in our working 
class the ideology and mechanism of class collaboratipn;..j 
and lining up with the bourgeoi^State, through the tri-; 
bunal machinery in industrial disputes. ■ •

No doubt a very small strata here and there ijnay - 
have been corrupted but on the whole the working class* 
refused to be taken in by the deceptive talk of the,Wel- 
f ~..................... ■ ■- '
class at the sarne time impartially. '

To whom does the credit’*of defending the working . , 
class from the disastrous results of this bourgeois tactic r 
go? The credit goes to the All-India Trade Union Con- 
gress, the credit goes to those non-AITUC organisations 
who remained faithful to the intere.sts of the working _ 
class. Had the AITUC not been alert, had we not forged^, 
unity from below in the day-to-day struggles, the fiasco,, 
of the big bourgeoisie would not have coine about.

We had warned the working class,long ago. We led 
their struggles and also took them to the tribunals. So 
much so that the State Governments in Bombay, UP,. * 
etc., refused to appoint Tribunals in disputes where the 
AITUC unions were in the leadership. , ’ - ,

But what more additional proof is required of the < 
correctness of our line of unity and struggle, of str,uggles 
combtTied with tribunals than the glorious fact that the 
bankruptcy of the line of the big bourgeoisie, of the Gov
ernment of India and the INTUC was declared to the 
world through the Bank Employees’ Federation—which ■» 
is not an AITUC organisation'but a united trade-union

10
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^ii^^&lri^g^^tll^ajfiierents of alludgplogies, in- 
v~. f - V ~~ V ’■

-Tne’^^^^ation of a G^§binet Ministef/the^opposition 
-JI trade-union'^ wing^f -the ^Con^esS’to

* attack'*on the worker^ ^iri’^defghce of
1 - ^the. bsmkers' shows how right we were; in bur line of 

combining struggles with tribunals as against .the line of 
only, st^ggles or only tribunals, ''

t V ' • ' -■ '.■’-'•\Aa '■ ' ' ' ' ' -v- '•

'? ‘ "'"in. . '

V *.’;®^®B'’LESSON <FCa^. TRADE IJ^^JONS .

(.

ah^'18*9^^/16880118 of thbse’happen- 
*• haye’l^ be carried to all the workers iri all industries.

^ol ;,drawn arid informed to the 
bourgeoisie and its powerful machine of 

will'ram down its own lessons. The assump-. 
s.» sSf4ipn|'^j^cL’implications of .'the arguments of the Finan.5e 

Muust^nt^d'^the Prime Minister, who in his si^ch 
before the*^Rajya Sabha time and jgaim confessed his 
ignorMce*^f’'the matter Md ’'yet bacK^ 'tSe . Cabinet’s

J '* Evehun-some .ranks’uFtfade unionists such as of the

**^‘'**1 _ . „ - -__
* ^t'H.,jj^action^^*9ecisions, have* to be expospd^^

J ’ Even^in'Some.ranks-'oFttade unionists such as of the
* and'the HMS, the^^bund of their opposition is

Government, .'if it is"'to defend*the miasses,' ''to 'set aside

■/**bnly benefit j^e exploiters„.jrhis,-is the position of the 
c.iitAT'TTTr' „i„„'■y-Bui the INTUC, the

% '
11 ® -■■■■■'

■" ■■I'

1® he that they do not Want- a judicial verdict
, of a tribunal to be interfered with by the Government. '■ 

r '■ accept thi? position. We do not accept tri-
^bunal verdicts as impartial judicial verdicts. We resent 

K the setting aside of the Bank Award or any award which 
I* favours 1 the workers. At the same time we want the
fC J, Gov^nment,.'if it is"'to defend*the miasses,' ''to 'set aside
;>»• '** such awards'^as harm the interests of the workers and 

'b^bnly benefit j^e exploiter.s,i.»^is,3s the position of the 
«.»f!!''^^**AITUC .and of the working class.T But the INTUC, the

’•A ' .T-

'■•g- 'M-
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HMS and the UTUC do not take this position frankly. 
They feel embarrassed in being frank champions of the 
working class 'as a class and the opponents of the bour
geoisie as a class. They also wantto appear, as judicial, 
fair-minded people above class feelings. However, what
ever their ideological position, their siding with the 
bank employees and against the monopolists and the 
Government on this issue is a valuable help they have 
given to the workers.

In carrying the lessons to the workers we have to 
stress how skilfully the bank employees used the forum 
of the Tribunal to unify and organise themselves. At 
the same time we have to stress that this would not have 
been possible had their organisations in different centres 
not struggled by strikes and demonstrations against .vic
timisation and other attacks even while the Tribunals’ 
were on.

In many industries some of our-comrades neglect 
Tribunal work. In fact, the fiasco of the Bank Tribunal is 
held forth to show how futile it is to go to tribunals. While 
no doubt, it is futile to expect that tribunals alone would 
solve the problems of the working class, it is wrong to 
think that in the given conditions, tribunals combined 
with struggles do not play a positive role. The very fact 
that a first rate political crisis arose in the country on the 
issue of a tribunal award and made all classes sit up and 
think, shows that while conducting struggles in defence 
of the workers’ interests, work before tribunals also has 
to be taken seriously.

In this respect serious shortcomings are visible in 
the work of the AITUC unions. For example, the Coal 
Miners’ Tribunal, the Manganese Tribunal, the serious 
issues arising from the Madras Tram Case, and-awards 
in many other cases remain unattended, and the issues 
therein are not made the common knowledge of all ranks 
of the workers. , ■

'-i'
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It is. more; urgent now-to be alert on this, because ' 
after this crisis, all the tribunals will be warned against 
yielding tdfiWorkers’ demands. - Alreg,dy warned by the 

...Bank Cdsd, the Government of India has refused to give 
the Insurance, workers an all-India tribunal.

, While we do adhere to the principle that we want 
recognition of all unions big or small to whom workers 
owe allegiance, and that we want direct collective bar- 

. gaining through the unions-With the employers, without 
the intervention of welfare officers, conciliators, tribunals 

.' and all thdt machinery, which'the bourgeoisie wants to 
.purposely interpose between itself and the trade unions, 
we must utilise the existing machinery, in the absence of 
recognition and collective b'argaining, to defend the wor- 

,_' ' ker. The'conscious use of "a tribunal by an organised 
*" ^'- workinig'class' tested in struggles, does not lead to the 
’ blunting of its class consciousness. Hence, we must learn 

how to combine the struggles and the tribunal, where a 
. .i tribunal is an unavoidable accompaniment of the indus- 

'* trial law and defend the interests of the working class, 
the Banks unions before the tribunal 

has been of a model character. To take tribunals seri
ously and to defend the workers’ case is not an easy task. 
It defnands knowledge of the industry; and the economics

• of the bourgeoisie. It demands skilful collection and pre
sentation-of evidence and material. It demands skilled 
lawyers, who know not only the law but also the worker, 
his conditions, his mind, his life, his struggles and his 
strength and weakness. It demands leadership which can 
meet the tribunal judges on their own grounds, and not 
be browbeaten by theory or threats of the bourgeois op
position. Tribunal work requires both a fighting leader
ship and an intelligent legal leadership. All these re
quirements were satisfied to a great extent in the Bank 
Case and hence its successes. All trade unions,mu-st learn 
this side of the lessons also. t

Sb
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VICTORY FOR LINE OF UNITY . / yf

One more outstanding feature of the Bank Struggle * 
is the unity in the ranks of the Bank workers and their' ' f 
organisatioTis. The All-India Barik Employees’-’j^sociatioh 
(AIBEA) is a federation which,js not affiliated to any of * 
the Central TU organisations. Among its office bearers " 
no discrimination based on political views and parties is ''' 
made. Its office bearers are drawn from adherents off 
all political ideologies, and its meetings have drawn onj, ’ 
a united platform Communistsj Socialists and Congress-. 
men. The AITUC, INTUC and HMS aU have contnbut-, 
ed to this united struggle of.,the bank employees,

Unity in struggle and unity Un organisation has ’ 
helped to keep the bank workers iinmune from disruptive 
elements, who would like to break the organisation on .

‘‘ l"" 
w*- 

**~r!?*

..................... . ......... .............. ..................................... ...... .................. 
ideological and political grounds. It has secured them I ' | 
_c:nnnn’rt frnm "uatv wiHa cpntinnc nf.............nonrklo alcn an/l............... ' xJL

' A?

support from very wide sections of the . people ^so and 
enabled them to build a good organisation in the' major > 
centres of trade. < - *

The AITUC is a staunch adherent of the unity liner'*. 
Since 1950 when the AITUC adopted' this line,' > 
unity in the working class aiid their orgamsations-*' 
have been growing and 'infUcting. , serious / defeats 
on the big bourgeoisie and ; its agent^ inside > the “'4 
working class. In many industries and trades united 
organisations have come into exis^tence and attained soli-,,, ” 
darity and strength. The "victory of the AIBEA is a ''V 
success to the line of unity, which is being increasingly- * 
adopted by all sections of the working class.' The sup?^',,..,, 
port that the Bank workers got even from the Congress*: 
ranks despite the fact that this new attack was carried , 
out by the Congress Government and was going to give ,; 
rise to a new struggle against the Government’s policies’

14
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deepi can be/th^ effects of a 
f^Union unity despite ideological'or'political dif- 

*I er eaces.'X^a|^nniqn unity has not remained iperely'a*’'- 
^orh^effecfiy^*iii action. The bankmen 

*=^''';^ave^6wSl^ ‘ , ' '' ,«*. ’
,Ti,f,,,ijiii^^ii3^ewa^anen were in that thes-attacfc on^

J^egx-' gW^^en/ the P^liament wa^^.;^siomv .The ' 
’“®of Giri 

■ r* roused the people so ntuch had the Par-
-', Kam^nt also not. been in session tp take lip the matter 

^’' >^*^d argue it'J»f^^ the country.^ The MPs of the Party / 
t?: the .Government even had to, demand freedom to dif- ,
’ fer from the,.Government ^d speak bn the issue in op>.

■^ ■ ' position,.4;Qji;^iGovernment. 'The credit 6f .making' the

)?A> thisof thesmonopolists and,,,
- '"^their ministry goes to those iri .the Pariiament'-who im- 

-jjngdiately res^hded to th^/c^l of the bank workers and 
moved7^,in.the" .matter. The - Parliament too has thus 

'Pjayed a great role in this struggle of the working class.

«0[V .
,}4j

a majw ihiffin the Gqy^ments labour 
anddiuMs so whaf are its reasons’. 

^**‘^^Thi§re-,is no doubt'about'the fact that our working 
'^^l*'.cl^ has been’able’to secure some improvements in its 

’ conditions of -wages and work from the stniggles it fought 
When the Congress 

even showed .i,- 
’“’"j,,S)Tnpathy^t^ them in order to use them as a preside#., 

agah^t'the British, as was seen in the Postal Strike in
-fvsr.

‘‘H '' \ ‘
A. '

vWAGE FREEZE POLICY IN OFFIJ^G «

hasHb^n state<i^bove;^’*it'may be asked



On coming to power, they tried to halt the struggles 
and promised improvements through the State machi
nery. The war and post-war profits enabled the hour- , 
geoisie to don the liberal welfare mask, though with 
great reluctance. They yielded where the workers were 
strong as in the textiles; they held back where they were 
weak as in the plantations, etc.

With the end of the Korean boom and prospects 
of lesser profits, the big bourgeoisie demanded of the 
Government to halt the demands of the workers for 
improvements of their living conditions, and asked the 
Government to back the employers in imposing rationa- , 
lisation in. the large-scale industries. The entire bour
geois press i.s full of these demands of the big bourge
oisie for the last one year or so. '

The Five-Year Plan had openly stated that in order ^ 
to build the plan the workers would have to suffer wage 
freeze ‘in the interests of the country’.

But in those conditions of scarcity and high food 
prices (1952), the Government dared not practise a wage 
freeze. The explosion of the workers,’.temper would have 
been too great.

With the easing of the international tension, with 
the war-mongering speculation curbed to some extent, - 
and some better food position, the Government and the 
employers are emboldened to put forward proposals of 
wage freeze in the polite words that the ‘industry cannot 
bear a greater wage burden’, and in order to counter-act 
the effect of wage freeze in the minds of the workers, 
they have begun to talk of higher wages through higher 
productivity.

Unwilling to give up their maximum profits, the mo
nopolists, confronted with the loss of war: profits, are now 
out to attack wages and increase the workers’ exploita
tion by rationalisation. In order to keep their foreign 
markets, the monopolists would rather attack the worker .

let

'7'4,

■y r



f ■*i ”
momei^ to p^J^^into E 

p* *'and fationalig^ion.
.-M!* •^An/^ the nttapk41! 

t ,

I

i
}

V

' ■<*» 
*» 
ti

■ <^l^iMp6duce^he'profits for tkemselVes, or the prices, for ■ “ 
the 'home7’consumers. Hence;they have chosen .this''' 
momenX toppI into full force the new line of wage freeze

V *;An4,the attack has to begin now, because-are we not
7*'going*^ in''f^a*'’Second Fivfe-Ylear Plan, '^vhieh is said to 

+ cohc'ehtfate on' industry rather than agriculture? And 
, “ what industry . is it going to . be? Monopoly large-scale 

,^industry.' 'If,>large-scale monopoly is to prosper, it de- 
<mands, ^st-and foremost, protection of hankers, a wage 
freeze |or ,workers and rationolisation for higher indtis- . 

' trial j^oftt^i>&^.. ,
The Shastfi Tribunal in the Bank'dispute was the 

. first,to'^ qi^te-vin Five-Yeaj^^Plan and^on uts,..authority 

.jefuse wage'increases to the«<^bank worker^ But this . 
^eoreticaliplatfojm of the.Sj}^tri Tribunal was not very 
rnuch noted^in those days.. ”

. <- Both ,the Central and State Governments in those 
days allowed 'the tribunals some freedom of judgment.

' B.ut now on'the insistence , of ..the magnatos of industry , 
anjl finance this 'has to go? ^d Minister Deshmukh and 
Premier .Neliiru; heralded it by the,ruthless cancellation’ ‘ 
of the Bank,Award. ; . ? ' ,, ,„ir •
' Ilgnce Itwould not he.^bpg to s^ that the wage

freeze,jpolicj^ of the Plan will now be put'^'into force 
'rigorously: . Hence,; it is incuiribent on us'to'"-warn the” 
‘worker, anX ask.the trade“ tiniShs of all shades, interested 
in defending the workers, to unite and unitedly resist 
the attack.

*4*

VI-

TASKS BEFORE AITUC
Besides'the usual weapons of repression and gang

ster iattack^i'^what other powerful weapon are the em- 
■vployers and the Goverhment’going to use tq, attain their„

e

<
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ends? That weapon is working class disunity and trade
union disruption. They will now redouble their efforts 
to neutralise the AITUC unions and victimise its cadres, * 
to buttress and build the INTUC and even the HMS as 
against the AITUG and perpetuate disunity in the work
ing class.

But this game also can meet with a fiasco. The 
defeat that the UP Government has suffered in Kanpur 
and the unity of all the-textile unions that has taken 
place there carries rich lessons and confirms the line of 
the WFTU and the AITUC. There the masses in action 
moved first and leaders next. Unity in action was'fol
lowed by unity in organisation, strengthening action still 
further. Reports of unity are coming from all centres, 
where the unions are ahve and active. Given proper ap- 
proach and understanding the game of disruption can 
be defeated.

In order to do it, however, it is necessary that the 
AITUC unions and its cadres are activised and observe 
the line in spirit and form. In order to do it, it -is neces
sary first to activise all inactive functionaries of unions 
or elect new ones in their place, immediately if they fail 
to improve. This must be done in the case of all—cadres 
and leaders both. Secondly, all TU centres must be acti
vised in day-to-day work. Thirdly, within six month's at 
least five thousand worker cadres and functionaries must 
be put through a course of schools giving them element- 
ary knowledge of trade unionism, literacy and working
class ideology. ' >

Fourthly all trade unions must work fearlessly and 
consistently to discharge the tasks laid down b^the Cal
cutta Session. If this is done, the threat to the workers 
and the trade-union movement will be met and unity 
will grow.

Such are the conclusions i that arise from recent 
events in the trade-union field.
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